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Math department acomplex equation
unlike the ones in the JFK Library. It would
also include a central area where students could
study or take tests and a section for students to
view instructiooal videos.
A consolidation and remodeling of the labs
would also allow for longer hours and more
tutors, since tutors from both developmental
and upper-level classes would be in the same

Lab consolidation, increased
and varied instruction
suggested to help failures
Steven}. Barry
Assistant Editor

room.
Almost 70 percent of incoming EWU freshASEWU President Bree Holsing, who activdy
man fail to place into college-level math classes and
pushed discounting Math 104 from students'
end up in the developmental math program, math
GPA last year, says in o rder for the need for a
department officials say. Last year, an average of 36
better lab to be seen by the administration, propercent of those students failed those classes.
fessors have to start sending their students there.
Students are failing to meet basic college skill
"Certai n professors tell students not to use
requirements, then failing the courses designed to
the lab because it's inadequate," Holsing said.
get them up to speed-in groves. Something just
"They' re telling students to go use the one at
isn't adding up.
SFCC"
Math department faculty members and memCoomes said that an imp roved lab would albers of the ASE WU council are working to solve
low for better use of the facilities for computerthe problem, but it may be more deeply rooted
based instruction, tutoring, group study sessions,
than anyone imagined. Students just aren't getting
and test taking, but there are several obstacles prethe competency they need to succeed in collegeventing a conversion right now. She said some of
level math courses, university math department
these are money and the question of which depanofficials say.
Jane Lane and Jacqueline Coomes, the
ment the space officially belongs to.
department's developmental math coordinators,
Many students have voiced complaints about
Joy Wysong/Easterner
say a cultural expectation gap is a major cause of the
the developmental math classes, citing concerns such
problem.
as the impossibility of total standardization and a
.._ The developmental math labs will hopefully be remodeled to provide students with
"The teachers are trying to retrarn the students an environment more condus1ve to learning. Current computers can't run some basic
lack of adequate instruction.
for college-level math, and the students are trying software.
"The tests were often unrepresentative of what
to retrain the teachers to become high school teachwas taught in class, and the way the material was
ers," said Jacqueline Coc,mes, mathematics specialSo did ASE WU Student Services Coordinator explained made no sense some of the time," said
"They need to understand that competency and
ist and developmental
proficiency goals must Ryan Kroum, which is how the council got in- one student who failed one class three times and
math coordinator.
be met, in order to save volved in the affair. Kroum was conducting a site wishes to remain anonymous.
Lane and Coomes, alstudents and parents visit to quantify disbursement of the Student TechLane and Coomes said they are working toI was a little distressed when I first saw
ready university employtime and money and nology Fee Fund after a request was made for fund- ward improving standardization of the classes. In
the
state
of
the
remedial
[developmenees, were assigned in 1999
grief," Sullivan said.
ing for the math labs. He said he was appalled by the fall of 2000 they began handing out test objectal] math labs. They get no money for
to help the developmenThe
problem the archaic hardware the labs were using, and de- tives to students before the tests, and grading them
hardware.
doesn't seem to stop cided something needed to be done.
tal math program. They
using a rubric that allows any of several methods
say that because srudents
at the state level, how"I was a little distressed when I first saw the for each problem. They are also working with the
aren't getting the math
ever. In a recent inter- state of the remedial [developmental] math labs,"
graduate students that teach the classes to increase
instruction in high school
nauonal mathematics said Kroum. "They get no money for hardware." standardization, but say they are aware this is only
competency test, only
they need to succeed, the
The lab curpossible to a certain extent.
project of improving math competency at Eastern Lithuania, Cyprus, Portugal and Iran scored in a rently
use s
"A teacher who tries to
1s enormous.
lower category than the United States.
Macintosh II Si
teach in a style that's not
1n an artnual evaluauon of teacher quality con1n the face of such widespread mathematics co mputers, which
their's will not be as effecT hey [students) need to understand
ducted by Ed Week, Washington state ranked 46th. incompetence, raising competency levels on a uni- are incapable of
tive," Coomes said.
that competency and proficiency goals
Ed Week's evaluations are based on the require- versity-wide scale is no small task. But Eastem's running much of
Students have commust be met, in order to save students
math
department
is
making
defimte
progress,
the
instructional
ment for skills tesung for incoming teachers. Washplained that turning over
and
parents
time
and
money
and
p-ief.
ington State only requires that teachers take a basic, Sullivan said. Since Lane and Coomes have started software available
the difficult job of teachall-encompassing skills test, while states like North working with the program, the failure rate of de- to students. Other
ing developmental math
Carolina require that teachers pass a subject-specific velopmental math classes (Math 101 and 104) has problems he listed
to graduate students is
dropped
from
70
percent
to
its
rurrent
rate
of
36.3
test. Math teachers would have to pass mathematwith the labs were
unfair, because graduate
ics proficiency tests, for example.
percenL
short hours and an inadequate number of tu- students often have little or no experience teachLane and Coomes said they are dealing with the tors.
Mathematics Department Chair Hugh Sullivan
mg.
said that the point at which high school students issue of mathematics competency, but since the
The math department has issued a proposal
Lane and Coomes also said that having gradu·
problem
is
so
enormous,
they
can
only
do
a
linle
at
are allowed to stop taking math also poses a probthat may help solve some of the problems with
ate students teach the classes is inevitable belem. Only two courses are required in high schools atime.
the lab if implemented. The proposal includes
cause of high cost staffing enough professors to
"Our plan has been to chip away," said Lane.
in Washington, and they can be finished by a
consolidating both the developmental and
Some of the things they are plartning include higher math labs into one comprehensive math teach developmental math classes would entail.
student's sophomore year, he said. That may be
They also said they are mentoring the graduate
too early for them to cut it in college-two years increasing the number of study groups, increasing instruction facility. The lab would be located in
without thmking mathematically can have a seri- instructor-led review sessions, and standardizing the same roo_m as the current developmental students, some of whom have teaching expenous effect on a student's cognauve math skills, he the curriculum, Lane said. She also mentioned the math lab-Kmgston 337, but would include ence, to improve the quality of instruction.
rurrent state of the develo mental math labs.
,aid.
See " Math," oppo.11/c! page
the addition of ei ht grou stud rooms not
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The wonders of plastic: the perils of paying
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Debt can rack up quickly for out-of-control student shoppers
Jeremy W. Kramer
R,pr,,ter

Everyday we go out to the mailbox and we
get that pretty gold envelope from the good
people at Visa or MasterCard that says "Pre Approved. The reason we are "pre approved" is
because the credit card companies know that
college students do not generate a lot of income. So often we turn to credit.
However, credit is often used as a supplement to cash and often times, people use credit
too much and get in it is easy for those who
misuse it to get in over their heads.
According to Marilyn Keech of Consumer
Credit Counseling Service, the average ~merican has 14 credit cards with an average debt of
between 9 and 17 thousand dollars.
If your credit rating is in bad shape it can be
improved with some effort and small changes
in the way you handle your personal finances.
There are some basic common sense things that
can help you to use credit wisely. A few examples
are: never use credit to make up for lack of
income, avoid charging more in a month than
you can pay off, do not have more than one
credit card at a rime; if one credit card is not
enough there are other problems that need to

be addressed, more credit will only enable a
consumer to dig a deeper hole.
Although credit can be handy, things can
quickly get our of hand and become overwhelming. Some common mistakes
many people make are impulse purchases they could not normally afford and supplementing their income with credit. Using
credit like an
extra paycheck
"\T \ S
will only lead
to trouble.
It is not that
hard to maintain
a good credit rating. Maintaining a
good credit rating
rakes care and discipline.
Many
people's first mistake is attempting to
substitute their income with credit. This is incredibly dangerous. Buying things you would
not normally buy if you were broke simply because you have a credit card available is a mistake.
Charging common everyday items you

Collins Family
Dentistry

You neserve a Gorgeous SMILE!

* FREE TEETH WHITENING *
with coniprthc,~hC' new putieut e.'.\.am,
X•r3)'S & cleanin~
{t~lh v.hitening ,alue S-i50)

Kenneth J. Collins, D.D.S.
Kenneth M. Collins, D.D.S.
Marnie L. Collins, D.D.S.
South Hill
(509) 532- 1111
th
3 151 E. 28 St.
Spokane, WA 99223

Cheney
(509) 235-8451
1841 Firsl Strec1
Cheney.WA 99004
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would normally pay cash for can lead to trouble.
[rems such as gas, lunch, and groceries can add
up considerably by the end of the month. Then
if you are unable to pay off che balance your
small purchases begin to build up interest. In
no time you could be raking months to pay off
simple items you would have normally purchased with cash.
Using credit to
supplement your
income
1s
probably rhe
most dangerous practice
of all. ff you
need to charge
more than
you are able
to pay off in
full
each
month there are other problems that need to be addressed. [n such a case setting up a monthly budget
and cutting back in some
areas may help.
Getting out of debt can rake a long time.
However, with a little extra effort and a solid
plan a person can speed the process up and
lessen the t.ime it takes to get out of debt. It
isn't easy and will take some effort and diligence, but the rewards are many once
you' re out of debt.
To get out of debt quickly one should
sit down and devise a plan and most
impon:antly stick with it. To begin you
should prioritize your debts by the highest interest to tbe lowest interest being
paid on each account. It is best to first
pay off the accounts that are costing the
most in interest each month. This will
result in more principle being paid off.
For example, listed below are common credit cards that a lot of colJege students have. There is also a typical
amount owed, an interest rate for that
card and an average minimum payment
Depan:ment Store $1,200@ 22% $30.00 minimum monthly payment
VISA Card $1,500@ 21% - $40.00
minimum monthly payment

MasterCard $1,800@ 19% - $40.00 minimum monthly payment
. .
Car Payment $11,094@19%-$289.93 m1rumum monthly payment
By making the normal minimum monthly
on each account it would rake about 80 months
to get out of debt.
But, if you add $50 more to your monthly
payments, you could get out of debt in as little
as 51 months. First, you apply the extra $50 to
the first account's normal $30 monthly payment
for a total of $80.00 per month until it is paid
off. When the first account is paid off you apply the $80.00 to the second account's normal
$40 monthly payment, for a total of $120 per
month until it is paid off. Then you apply the
$120.00 to the third account's normal $40
monthly payment, for a total of $ 160 per
month, until it is paid off. Fina1ly, you would
then apply the $160 to the final account's normal $289.93 monthly payment for a total of
$449.93 per month until it is paid off.
By rolling over the leftover money once an
account is paid off to the next account until all
accounts are paid, you can get out of debt in
much less time. Basically, if you were to add
$50 extra to the $399.93 you would pay each
month anyway in the above scenario you would
pay a total of $449.93 per month. If you continue to pay the $449. 93 until all debts are paid
the "snowball effect" will occur, which will get
you out of debt in much less time.
The idea of being debt free sounds great,
doesn't it? However, in real life the key factor is
people's determination to get out of debt and
self-discipline. It isn't easy and it does take time.
But the rewards are obvious. With some extra
effort and some discipline someone can get out_
of debt in much less rime than just paying the
minimum required monthly payment.
The best part is that once you are out of
debt the $449.93 per month that you were
spending on credit cards would be extra money
in your pocket. If you put that money in a basic
savings account that earns three percent interest, at the end of one year you would have
$5561.13. Once out of debt you would probably no longer need to charge items and rack up
debt to have the things you want. With a little
sacrifice and some effort you can gain control
of your finances and become debt free.

Math: Teamwork needed to improve competency scores
From previous page
AIJ members of the department agree
that students definitely play a huge role in
the situation. Some student's become
generally disinterested in the curriculum,
resulting in poor attendance and homework grades.
"Students are part of the equation
too," said Lane. "lf we knew how- to
bridge that gap 100 percent, we could retire in the Bahamas."
She said that students who use the

department's resources generally do very well in
the classes, and that student feedback is always
welcome. Any problems can be taken to profes•
sors, coordinators, the department head :md
then the department dean if the appeals process
is followed, she said.
Holsing, Kroum, and other ASE'v:'U council members are now working with the\'(" ashingron Student Lobby to help solve the longterm problem of competency, but lor now the
said students and professors need to w·ork together to improve the mu,1\ion.
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Tie-breaking election to be held todav
length of rime since the general election and will not be a part of the runoff election. Blaz
the likelihood that voter turnout will be very told the council recently that this was because
Rrp:,rta
low has almost removed campaigning from of the same budget constraints that reduce
Jeff Boekelman and Katie Ward have been the runoff process.
the amount of polling locations.
waiting. They ended the general election in a
"I have put up a few posters and things,"
"We have a very limited amount of funds
tie on February 22, and now
said Boekelman, cona long three weeks latter in a ,-...,.,....,,......,:c-o.,...r-~c:--,.--.,,...,....,.....,..., rinuing "But I don't
runoffelecriononMarch 15,
even want to guess
the choice will finally be
about voter turnout."
made forthe 2001-2002 StuWard's approach has
dent Activities representabeen very similar saying
uve.
that there is overall a
Ward said the long wait
general lack of interest.
between the general election
"Most of my camand the runoff caused a lot
paigning has been word
of tension, and mentioned
of mouth. I think voter
that she would be glad when
turnout is going to be
it was over.
low, way low than be"I'll be glad when this is
fore. The long wait lost
over the waiting causes a lot
a lot of people's interof tension for me, I am not
est," said Ward.
a patient person," said
Although there will
Ward.
nor be as many polling
Boekelman who was apstations open for the
pointed to fill the vacant
runoff election as there
public relations position the
was for the general elecBrian Smith/Easterner
week afterrhe general election,
NathanSanch,e,g/Ea~emer tion they will still be in
.6' Jeffrey Boeke/men
said that he has focused little A Katie Wa rd
most key locations at easton the runoff election, inern with one at the Spoavailable to us for the runoff
stead choosing to spend his ti m e learning kane Center. The
elections, and we have do what
we can with those," said Blaz.
about, and working, as the public relations Riverpoint Campus
representative.
will also have absentee
The combination of low
I'll be glad when this is over.
"I have been devoting most of my rime ballots made available.
voter turn out and general elecThe waiting causes a lot of
to the position I already have. That is my
Because of the small
tion apathy that has marked
tension for me; I am not a papriority, said Boekelman"
budget that is allotted
previous elections will likely
tient person.
This is the second year in a row that a tie for the runoff election
be present in the runoff elecoccurred in the general election. Last year, cur- and the cost to staff
tion co an even greater degree.
rent Student Services representative Ryan
and maintain each of
In an year that saw general elecKroum tied with candidate Kim Wise. Both the polling locations,
tion voter turnout of around
there will not be as many locations to vote in 4 percent, a small and unpublicized runoff
candidates received 437 votes.
The candidates this year, however, com- the runoff as in the general elections.
election will likely see numbers even lower.
The campaign to increase voter turnout
Results of the runoff election will be availbined received only 394 votes in an election
that was marked with general voter apathy that was present in the general election, orga- able Friday morning, and those results will
and extremely limited campaigning. The nized by Director of Elections Amanda Blaz, be made official during the first meeting of

Nick Nash

the ASEWU council on April 3.
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Shared speakers program aims at youth
Lucy Dukes
RqxJ,wEastern Washington University's African
American Education Program is sharing its
speakers with the Juvenile Detention Facility co
try and change lives, said Nancy Nelson, the
African American Education Program's director.
"We're trying to give the youth a positive
outlook on life," she said.
Nelson began her involvement with the Ju-

venile Detention Facility when she became concerned with the disproportionately longer sentences given to youth of color. She wanted the
African American Education Program to work
with the facility to keep kids from returning.
"It is important that we help our youth and
give them direction," she said.
When the program brings a speaker to campus, the guest speaker is asked to speak at the
facility as well. So far, A.K. Black, Paul Dunn,
and Kimi Rabun are the three who have done
so, said Nelson. Speaking at the Juvenile De-

tention Facility is voluntary.
The speakers tell their personal stories to
inspire the kids in the facility. The primary message, Nelson said, is that because the juvenile
offenders have made mistakes does not mean
they are stuck, and obstacles can be overcome.
Sharing speakers is new, said Nelson, bur so
far the response from both staffs has been positive.
What may reach one youth will not help
others, she said, but if the program only helps
a few, it will be successful.
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of registration, financial aid and other services in just one
stop. lo fact, Eastern Washington University's Spokane
Center has already implemented the program, and is achieving great success .
As it is now, students on the Cheney campus have to

Tracy Stephens
R,parrer

The newly developed "Integrated Student Services
Team" will soon make it possible for students to take care
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jump from one service area to another, but with the new
quality service initiative, this will not be necessary. Instead
of going from the financial aid office, located on the first
floor of Sutton Hall, to the registrar's office on the second
floor, students will be able to stop by any one of the integrated student service centers on campus to get questions
answered or problems solved. The hope for the longterm future of the project is that the lotegrated Student
Service Center will be located in places such as the PUB and
possibly in various departments throughouc campus.
"Our aim is c;, delivh student services where the students are," said Gail Potter, student services program coordinator. "The new Integrated Student Services team is
all about convenience for the students.•
The Quality Service loitiative began in 1997 with the
student affairs quality service team and a vision to integrate
as many services as possible. Ir started as a partnership
between Student Financial Services in Cheney and Spokane
Center Student Services Staff in the summer of 1999. Due
to the plan's goal to offer many of the services that students find useful, che Spokane Center
Student Service
O)lt aim is to deliver student
area has experiservices :where the students are ..
enced some
The new Integrated Student Sermajor changes.
vices team is all about conveThe options
nience for the students.
now offered at
the one stop
service center
include registration, payments, basic finan6al aid and loan information, graduate advising, and transcript requests among other
services.
The aim of the plan is to create comprehensive and integrated services that will support Eastern Washington
University' s "student centered learning environment."
Since finding success at the Spokane Center, the concept
is going to be attempted at the Cheney and Riverpoint
campuses as we! l.
"We found out that it works here, now we are at the
phase where we will expand it to campus," Potter said.
Beginning the first of April, Student Service employees
will begin training for the variety of tasks to meet the needs
of the students. Once tbe training is complete, the plan
will be tested on the second floor of Sutton Hall, where
students will be able to receive assistance with many of
their questions.
"The second floor of Sutton Hall and the financial aid
office will cross crain," said Potter. "There will be nine
employees that will rotate to the different locations."
In evaluating the role that technology plays in tbe future-of Incegrated Student Services, it is apparent that the
need for assiscance will always be there .
With E.L.V.l.S. and the newly developed Web For Students , which is expected to give students the opportunity
to access their grades by the end of March, there ,s speculation that the Integrated Student Services Team will not be
in such high demand, but that is nor necessarily the case
There will always be students with questions and limtCations on what can be done via the Incernet.
"There's only so much you can do technology wise," Potter said. "Sometimes it gets to the point where you need to
speak to a real person, which is why we will be there "

visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Less free parking for students soon
More patrols and more p ermit required hours on the way
University Police Services supervisor Edward Mclnitire could have an impact on people's willingness to particioffers additional reasons for the stricter parking enforce- pate in WYSIWYG events during the evening and other
activities around campus.
ment.
Perry also expressed concern because "They didn't con"Students who live in the dorms move their cars into
sult any students about this . They made
chose lots and park there all weekend ...
the decision to change the hours withwhich makes it difficult for support
out informing anyone." Perry would
staff who work in the PUB and the
I go<, events in the evening
like parking services to do more to make
PHASE to be able to park." McIntire
with ,:ny friends all the time. If
sure the student body knows about the
says the goal is to "make sure more
we can t park in lot lO, t hat
revised policies.
people have the ability to enjoy the fameans we have to par at .east
The ASEWU would also like stucilities ... and to enjoy coming to the
three blocks away.
dents to be involved in this change of
Body Shop."
policy. Stephanie Reed was discussing a
McIntire cited examples of people
petition to protest the merer enforceparking illegally in driveways, and he
ment. It remains to be seen what exalso mentioned illegal parking in handicapped spots. These parking violations create safety issues actly will happen because most of the student council memthat the campus police and parking services need to control bers have been in Olympia for the past few days.
More information is available in the parking and t ransin order to fulfill their mission statement.
"The university's parking services are not supported by portation page at Eastern's web site http·//www ewu edu.
state or federal funding," Dawn McLenahan said. This According to McLenahan, parking services will be posti ng
means that the school administration pays for security ser- an update soon that outlines the changes in parking policy.
vices using income generated by meters, fines, and permit Students may also call 359-PARK [7275] and ask for more
sales. Extending the hours in which "high demand use" information.
lots are patrolled is a way of generating income
to cover the costs of providing parking lot secuncy.
th
t:nJoy,1
cvellingwith " April 4, 2 001
According to McLenahan, parking fines will
not be increased. There are currently no plans
ConcJuctcd by r,1bio Costa
to increase the price of parking permits, so while
)ff?_,, .
.,..._.
(,:30 pm
it n1ay seen1 inconven1ent at times, the new
·
l're-Con('ert Lecture
policy is more o[ a deterrent for those who
fc<lluring David llolata
might choose to park illegally than a loss of
7:30 pn1
privileges for the student body.
Symphony Performance
Jennifer Perry, a student who works in parkllcccpUon immediately
ing services, sees things from a different perfollvwini< rnnccrt In the
spective. According to Perry, students who use
•
Rotunda
the PHASE facilities will be forced to park in lot
bsie.fl~n(e the sounds of the Spokane ~)lmt>hony_
12-a free lot between Woodward Field and the
Ji, t'-of. ,..._..tu,-f.dJlffff Wdsltqton uni-...
Chissus Baseball Field. "People who attend
~ lnlin'4tuum,undbtgil
,,.__
·· ~,,
events, or go co intramural sports will have to
1-icnfs
yourcl1onfl'
to
dtlc•nU
d
Spakan(.~
Sympho11ypcrror1Y1c111ce
t'i,l!ht
here
park farther away." Perry also stated that stuIn Ch,•ney' I rom Ich<1ikovsky to Mozart, th!., ol'lgmal pmgrmn is rwrlccl for
dents parking in lot 10 during the evenings "has
..,,,u .. oncd mu..,k lovers a-; well els ftr-.;t•tlnw ~ynipho11y conrrrtKOCrs.
never been a problem."
Perry cited an example chat could ring true
MoUtrl
Owrt ure. Mnglc Pl ute
for many students. "I go to events in the
Harber
Adagio for Strings
evening with my friends all the time. If we
Telem,~nn
Trumpet Concwt in I) M,\JOI'
can 'r park in lot 10, chat means we have to park
reaturlng l.al'1'yJcs,. tnu111,ct
at least three blocks away."
f'.11,:ar
S,•lectlons
from f.nlgmu Vuriallon,
While this is not a major inconvenience, it
llizet
IArlcsit'tmc

(fjj;erial

/al;(Jkd/11.t'-

Brandon SdmzeVEaslemer

New parking regulations may require students to
carry more meter money.

II,.

Brian Triplett
fupa,u.•

Expect to see more people getting parking tickets around
campus during spring quarter.
Some lots here at the Cheney campus that are currently
not being patrolled on the weekends, or after 5 p.m. during
the week, will be patrolled from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. seven
days a week starting on April 2nd.
According to parking services office assistant lead Dawn
McLenahan , Eastern's administration has decided that "high
demand use" lots must be patrolled throughout the entire
year, and on weekends as well as school days. There are
several reasons for this change in policy, including things
such as "illegal parking in handicapped spots, and people
taking advantage of school property."
The popular and conveniently located lots nine and
JO will now be patrolled
throughout the entire week.
11127 first 5tNct 0.C,,..,, WA 99004
Lot nine is on Washington
Street near the PHASE and
Beautiful Manufactured Homes
the physical education
3 Bdrm, 2 Bath - $650-$800, 3 adults okay.
building. Lot JO 1s behind
Complete with W/0 hook-ups and dishwasher.
the PUB, near Dressler and
Near campus, bus and shopping.
Pearce Halls. Currently, perr.,.,i........,~~
mits for the 31 spaces in Lot
JO are restricted to faculty
CaJI Marcie or Charmaine
at 235-5000
and staff.

C

Today
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Women's commission considers safety
Misty Althauser
R,pa,ter
With the recent burglaries in the
phase, safety on campus was a primary
concern during the open forum held yes•
terday by Eastern's Women's Commission.
"There's really a silver lining on what
happened,• said Associate Vice President
for Facilities Planning Mike Irish. "It
definitely heightens our awareness, and
really the situation could have been so
much worse. "
The incidents have made security on
campus a higher priority, said Irish, not·
ing that they are working on forming a
crew to search ca mpus and check each in-

dividual door nightly, and increasing the
number of code blue lights on campus.
The Women's Commission is made
up of equal parts of faculty, students,
classified staff,
and administrative exempts, totaling 12 mem •
bers who meet
every quarter.
The forum is
open to all stu•
dents to voice
concerns that
will then be brought to the attention of
President Jordan the following day.
Members of the commission voiced
their own concerns for female safet y.

Professor Jenny Thomson brought to
dis c ussion a flashing incident that happened at the bus station on February I " ,
and has had little attention since.
"Those little signs
aren't enough,"
says Thomson,
urging more efficient ways to get
the word out
when similar occasions arise.
Among
the
safety issues at·
tend ed to by the group is the concern
with proper lighting throughout the
campus. "There are some areas that definitely need m ore lighting," said Irish .

He suggested cutting back the lighting
in the mall area when cost came up as a
concern. Student William Sumsion
mentioned the dark areas between Reid
and the science building presented an
obstacle for female friends who had to
walk that route after dark.
The commission had earlier aspirations to hold a "Let There Be Light"
walk before the pressure of the power
crunch. Their plan was to get as many
people as they can to walk through cam·
pus and determine which poorly lit ar·
eas pose potential risks at the moment.
This, among other incentives, will be
proposed tomorrow in the conference
with President Jordan and, they hope,
put into action.

Children's center construction continues
in April of last year. The old campus postal ware- age child into the Center. She is presently expect•
house was convened using EWU funds in phase ing her next child in June. "We put the baby on
one.
the waiting list as soon as we knew, but we are
The center, which has been in operation since still number 20," said Hillman. The Center can
Construction is beginning on phase two of 1990, provides full-time and part-time care, inEWU Children's Center's new building at 923 cluding after-school care to 97 children of EWU
Washington, in Cheney. The Center, managed students and faculty, age six weeks to 10 years.
The kids don't just come here
by contract with EWU and the YM CA of the Approximately 85 percent of enrollment repreand play, they come and learn.
Inland Northwest, celebrated its grand opening sents student families. Center services include a
state-funded four year
old
classroom
[ECEAP), open to
the community at
large.
only enroll a maximum of eight infants at present.
There 1s now, and
Why are families willing to wait so long? "The
has long been a EWU Children's Center is wonderful. Teachers
lengthy list of fanu- play with the kids and seem to care and interact
Attend our information nights in March, or contact
l1es waiting for an with the children," Hillman said.
Enrollment Services, 358-7978, enrol/@wsu.edu
opening. Some have
"The kids don't just come here and play, they
March 6, 5:15-6:15pm: Master of Technology Management.
been on the list and come and learn,• explained Katie Krieger, one
Graduate business degree with special emphasis on the
waiung since 1998. of the teachers at the Cente r. "The classes all
management of innovations, 1nformat1on technology, and
Kimberly Hillman, have lesson plans, even the infants." Activities
business operations. Spokane Bookie, 410 E. Trent, R1verpoint
EWU student and are focused on skills, themes, units and efforts
campus
mother, waited two to incorporate the parents. The Center also reyears to get her walker quires that lead classroom teacher credentials inMarch 7, 5:15-6:lSpm: B.S. Computer Engineering . Baccalau·
reate completion program from the Engineering Consortium
f ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
•
•
•••
of WSU Spokane, Gonzaga University, and University of Idaho.
Spokane Bookie, 410 E. Trent, Riverpo1nt campus

EgrainJack

Rqx,,ta

WA~HINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
" SPOKANE

March 13, 4-5:30pm: School Psychology Post-Master's
Certification. Joint program of WSU Spokane and EWU.
Presentation on Nonverbal Learning Disability. Phase One
Classroom Building, Rm. 117,668 N. Riverpoint Blvd.
March 14, 5:15·6:15pm: Master of Health Policy fi Adminis·
tration. The only ACEHSA·accred1ted program in the Inland
Northwest Spokane Bookie, 410 E. Trent, Riverpoint campus
March 20, 5:15·6:lSpm, M.S. Nutrition and Registered
Dietitian studies and M.S. Kinesiology/Exercise Science.
Spokane Bookie, 410 E. Trent, Riverpoint campus

www.spokane.wsu.edu

.\lcadow Heart

:Vla,~agc
l 1'J llampton, I . .\1.P.

-~

elude Early Childhood Educauon degree or experience and state Training and Registry System
[STARSJ certification.
"The goal of expansion is to double the
number of children the center can service,• said
Nelda Bankhead, Center Director, and with the
Center for 10 years. There is a standing shortage
of openings, particularly in the critical need age
groups, infant through pre-kindergarten. "The
need for childcare has been around for a long
time. That is why expansion was planned ahead
of time," said Bankhead. Very few centers are
licensed for infants because the stringent licensing requirements including an adult to child ra·
tin of one to four.
Center staff members are excited about the
expansion. Work includes a big landscape project
to beautify the outside. "The workers have been
good about working around our schedules," said
Bankhead.
Expanding to offer more services to more
children means relicensing for the Children's
Center, including passing a variety of inspections.
The target date for openmg phase two is late
summer.
•••••••••••••••

Chiropractic and Massage Therapy
Caring For You!

Chtney pinal Care
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lost in Gonzagaville
e're II · ust eagles ·n a bu Id g'
JeremyW. Kramer
Rrp,rtcY

"Wasting away again in
Gonzagaville.
Searching for my lost recognition.
Some people claim that there's
a Bulldog to blame,
But I know ...
It's the media's fault.•
These lost words to the old
Jimmy Buffet tune have never
ringed truer for those of us who
are sick and tired of all of the
media coverage Gonzaga gets and
how little media coverage our basketball team gets.
Don't get me wrong. I have
nothing but respect for the Bulldogs who will open up the
NCAA tournament tomorrow
against the University of Virginia in Memphis, but when will
Eastern get its spot in the media spotlight?

It seems that in late February and early March, Bulldog
madness sweeps through the
Spokane area. But why should
we

care,

we

don't

go

to

Gonzaga.
We should care because even
if we would have beat Cal State
Northridge on Saturday night
and entered the tournament-for
the first time in school historyas a 13 or 14 seed, we still would
not have got anywhere near the
same recognition and media
coverage as our cross-county ri-

vals.
Unfortunately, we are in an
area that has two universities
with championship caliber basketball teams, but it seems
that no one outside Cheney
knows who the Eastern Eagles
are.

Remember last year when we
won a share in the Big Sky championship for the first time in

school history?

For the first

time ever our guys were number
one, but no one seemed to no-

tice them because 20 miles away
everyone was celebrating
Gonzaga's NCAA tournament
bid.

Unfortunately, we are in an
area that has two universities

with championship caliber basketball teams, but it seems that
no one outside Cheney knows
who the Eastern Eagles are.

The media denial continued
this year as Eastern basketball stories were pushed back to page four
or five of the sports section in the
Spokesman-Review or limited to
a 30 second spot at 11 :25 during
the nightly sports report. Meanwhile, Gonzaga gets "team cover-

age" and a front-page story in the
paper.
After Eastern beat NAU Friday night, making it to the final round of the Big Sky Tournament, only one of the four
TV newscasts led with itThank you KHQ for your oneminute story. KXL Y also led
with a basketball story; however,
they led a story on Ferris High
School's basketball team. Now
high school teams overshadow
us.
Let's nor forget about the
Spokesman. They mentioned a
blurb about the game on Friday
night, on page five, and on Saturday they had a small story on the
front with our small Eastern
Eagle graphic. They did give us a
picture, in black and white, on
page five. But like their counterparts at KXL Y, the Spokesman led
Saturday's paper with a story on
Ferris.

0
When do we get respect?
It is hard enough to get respect from other schools, let
alone our own local media. It is
obvious to me that Spokane is
not loyal enough to support
two schools from the same area.
I guess it does not matter if we
almost made it to the "Big
Dance.• People only like to back
"winners" and I guess we didn't
win enough to gain the respect
of the Spokane people or the
media.
So now, I guess just like everyone else in the Spokane area,
I will get lost in "Gonzagaville"
and wait until next year when I
can sit through another year of
media bias, and maybe, just
maybe, we will show the Spokane media that we are winners

and we deserve just as much-if
not
more
respect-than
Gonzaga.

-n-\E
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It's not just astroll in
the park for everyone

Ea.terner
Letters to the Editor
Please type your letter. restricung
it to 250 words Include your full namt:,
signature and telephone number for
verification . We reserve the right not to
publish letter.;, and all printed material

StevenJ. Barry

I ' ve see n around
here. Think about
it-do you ever see
I've always been a fairly active guy. After
anybody wheeli ng
breaking my ankle three weeks ago and being
them se l ves
up
put on crutches, I didn ' t want that to change.
them? No! There ' s
But it did .
either some body
I saw, albeit very briefly, how handicapped
pushing or someIN accessible the world can be, and I learned
bod y wheeling for
that I wasn't half as active as I thought myanother entran ce to
self to be.
rhe building.
Today, even co llege campuses can have a
Or take, for exfast-paced feel about them, and people walkample, the massive
ing around them often forget that not everyarchipelago of gravel
one else can do that. They often forget that
on some of the sidethings they can just hop over can literally bewalks. I know it gets
come roadblocks for oth ers.
wet and slush y durHandicap accessibility isn't their problem,
ing the winter, but
I..
kind of like being beat up by a girl wasn't my
for God's sa ke man!
problem until recently, so they write it off as
Do you people think
a nutsance.
those chairs are
"America is plenty handicap accessible.
equipped with fourThere are ramps all over the place! "
wheel drive? During
You want to talk ramps? Now, I've never
parents' weekend, I saw two children trying
really been in a wheelchair before, but I can
to push their father's chair through the
bet you it would take someone with some
gravel. They made it after he locked out the
preny big arms to get up a lot of the ramps
hubs, but it shouldn't have to be that way.
---------------------------lf you want to see
a real farce, check out
the "handicap acces0.,
-C>
sible" stores in the
mall. People have a
hard time just walkA.mStantEditor

is subject to editing. Letters must be

received by Tuesday at 3 p.m to be
published in Lhe following Thur.;day
issue.

Send letters to :

The Easterner
EWU, Hargreaves # I 19
Cheney, WA 99004
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Just another day ...
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In my parents' day ...tuition was cheap
Jennifer Harrington
&/,rm

Remember when tuition was cheap? Oh, I'm
sorry. Of course you
don't. Your mom or dad
probably does though.
I le re's some food for
thought. During the academic year of 1950-51,
tuition at Eastern cost jUst
$29 .25. Of course af1er
adjusting for inflation,
this amount looks more
like$117.09. This doesn't
look quire so good, but
st ill a big difference from
today, when tuition costs
$930.
So, if inflation is noc the
culprit for tuition being
nearly 8 times more expensive than it was SO years ago,
then whatis?Some may say
that it ,s more expensive to
provide a college education

nowdays due to the need
for technology. lf this is
so, then what is ounechnology fee for? Isn't that
supposed to pay for the
rechnologyusedtoimbue
our minds with dam fresh
off the information super
highway? I sure hope so,
considering that is an additional rnancbro,y chruy;e
added on top of tuition.
No, I would say the
real viii an is the change
in our legislature's attitude toward education
in general. The legislature just is not devoting
as much of the state's
budget to education
anymore. In fact, education is one of the first
things to be cut when
the state budget gets
tight.
"Oh well, students
are already paying so

much for educat10n
anyway A little more
couldn't hurt," seems
to be the attitude.
In election years,
poliwions love to spew
eloquent lines outlining
their understanding of
the importance of both
K-12 and higher education. Their actions,
however, fall far short
of supporting their apparent devotion to the
accessability of higher
education. I even suspect, that if K-12 edu.
.
canon were not consututionally protected, the
only thing keeping politicians from cutting
funding to that, would
be the fact that parents
of school children
makeup a very large part
of their precious voting
pool.

ing in some of those
places Being a bit inexperienced myself
on crutches, I was ac·
ma II y accused of
shoplifLing.
"Excuse me, sir, if
you're going to wear
those out of the
store you have to pay
for them."
" o, you don't

understand ... ! just fell and- "
"Security!"
It was messy. Anyway, whom are they kidding?
Do they think v.•heelchair-bound persons don't
like clothes? Maneuve ring in those places was honestly a challenge, and I would imagine it to be a
defensive wheeling nightmare for others.
I'm not in any way insinuating that handicap or wheelchair-bound citizens aren't selfsufficient. No. I know plenty of wheelchairbound folk who get by perfectly normally without help from anyone.
What I am getting at is that places sho uld
not have handicap stickers on their doors just
so some politician can walk by and see it. The
stuff actually needs to work.
From what I 've seen, the majority of
Eastern 's campus actually isn't bad at all, but
awareness never hurts. It takes an incredibly
active person lO move through the day with a
handicap of any sort-more active than I ever
could have imagined.

Please Contribute! !
Students who wish to contribute to the Nostalgia
Corner, or wish to expess their opinion on other
issues around campus can send their entries to us
at:
The Easterner
Op-Ed contribution
Eastern Washington University
Hargreaves Hall 119
Cheney WA. 99004
Entries should be submitted with a phone number
and e-mail address.

'Visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Barenaked Ladies invade Spokane Arena
Brian Triplett
Copyf.duor

Last Thursday, the Barenakedladies played to
a packed house in the Spokane Arena.
This concert marks the second appearance of
Canada's favorite sons in Spokane. The last time
they came to town, they played at The Met theater
for people who had probably only heard a few of
their songs on the radio. Most of them didn't
even realize it was traditional to throw macaroni
and cheese at the band during their novelty song
"If I I-fad $1 million."
Thursday'sconcertwasadifferemstory. BNL's
current tour is fueled by the success of hit singles
such as "One Week" and "Pinch Me," exposure
on MTV, and favorable articles in several magazines. The legions of the faithful were clearlywell
versed in Barenaked Ladies lore, and they wete
obv10usly having the time of their lives.
The ladies have more money to spend on
their rock spectacles now that they have become
successful in the United States. Four big-screen
video monitors helped people in the cheap seats
see the band. They added goofy multimedia elements, such as a guy dressed up as a moose in a
Canadian Mountie uniform beating up another
guy dressed as a bald eagle in an Uncle Sam outfit,
and lots of snazzy, video editing tricks. Their
stage design also included some props and a percussionist dressed like the chef lead singer Steven
Page played in the "Pinch Me" video.
During T ylerStewan'sextendeddrumsolo, a voiceover stated "This is not a drum solo. Please do not
leave your seats or go to get a beer." This was followed by a montage that included glimpses of the
other band members relaxing offstage in bath robes,
months on the calendar flying by, and samples of
Phil Collins singing "In theAirTonighr."

The Barenaked Ladies did other fun stuff, such as
a medley that made fun of Madonna, Eminern, and
Britney Spears. They also did some swing dancing,
and improvised a rap that praised Riveifront Park's
Big Red Wagon and pointed out that Spokane rhymes
with oat bran. Keyboard player Kevin Heam performed a funny song about Darth Vader to the tune
of Spears' "I'm Not that Innocent." The band was
clearly having more fun than the audience.
People who have only heard their singles might

have been surprised by rhe band's musical virtuosity. Kevin Hearn is a great pianist, and is also
capable of playing extremely cool guitar solos.
During one of the silly routines they did between
songs, bassisr Jim Creegan brought our his electric cello and played a piece from Bizet's Carmen.
Ed Robemon, who sings lead on some of their
more serious songs, is a surprisingly talented guitarist. Steven Page's singing voice is an acquired
taste, but he is able to use it effectively on every-

thing from Fifties-style pop, to rock anthems, to
deliberately cheesy soul. He also plays a mean
guitar when he wants to.
They also have more serious music than MTV
might have led people to expect. The ladies kept
things from being too light and bubbly by balancing the comedy with introspective songs such as
"Good Boy" and the wickedly sarcastic"Alcohol."
The lyrics on songs such as "Jane," "In the Car,"
and "The Old Apartment" are mature, sophisticated, and in some cases downright dark.
The biggest surprise of the evening was the
set performed by Luc Doucet and the other members of the opening band. Luc Doucet is a
Winnipeg, Manitoba native some people may have
seen playing guitar and pedal steel in Sarah
McLachlan's "Fumbling Toward Ecstasy" concert
video. His songs are an odd juxtaposition of
bright, upbeat sounding folky "roots" music and
lyrics that are dark, cynical, and just plain weird.
This dichotomy is highly appealing as Doucet combines rockabilly and other country and pop flavors
with lyrics that display a warped view of reality.
His most effective song was a jarring ballad
about a young man he knew growing up who
liked to cross-dress. This song was made even
more powerful by the revelation that its protagonist was found dead recently in a dumpster
in Winnipeg. Its understated impact may explain why Doucet's solo CD "Aloha Manitoba"
sold out in about IO minutes after his set.
Last week's show was a religious experience
for die-hard BNL fans. The Ladies must be
experienced in concert, because most of their
CDs fail to capture the energy of their live per. formances. Hopefully, the concert helped some
curious neophytes realize that these guys have a
lot more going for them than silly Aquaman
references.
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15 Minutes too long:
Lucy Dukes
R,µ,rrer

• Robert DeNiro, doing a 100% job playing a character in a movie
that someone put 50% in designing a plot. This movie's only credit
is killed off quicker than Monkey Bone left the cinemas.

ln this fo rmula movie, a deputy fire marshal-played
by Edward Burns- and a famous detective-played by
Robert DeNiro-chase around some bad guys who kill
people and set fires.
The criminals are a Russian and a Czechoslovakian.
The Russian is the bozo criminal, and the Czech the stereotypical, slightly crazy, crafty bad guy. The movie's other
stock characters are the experienced, older cop, and the
young, hotheaded maverick. Top these off with the regular unscrupulous journalist and an angry, fire-breathing
boss, and you have 15 Min1<tes.
The Russian videotapes the crime spree because American movies fascinate him. This is his opportunity to produce his own little drama. For the crafty Czech, the video
is an opportunity to become rich and famous. They will
sell the tape to a television show, he plans, and pretend to
be crazy so they will be declared innocent. Then they will
sell the movie rights.
The best way to make people want to see the video is
if they kill someone famous, the Czech decides. So they
kill the detective. This is a mistake, because DeNiro 's

This flick is ridiculous,
even for an action movie
character is the only one worth watching in this worthless
movie. I 5 Minute> dies when he does.
The Czech puts his plan into acuoa, sells the tape
and surrenders, but is foiled by his partner (curses!),
the Russian, who becomes angry at not gemng enough
credit for the plan. The marshal, now deprived of his
badge for stereotypical reasons, shoots the Czech when
he tries to escape, unloading the enure contents of his
pistol into the bad guy's body, cowboy vigilante style.
The underdog hero gets the criminal where the law
fails. People applaud in slow motion against a background of dramatic music.
This movie is garbage, violence legitimizing trash. Why
not let the police take down the bad guy with one bullet
o r toss some moral ambiguity in with this endingl The
movie seems to be trying to say that we should all take the
law into our own hands.
Finally, good-looking actors can make these kinds of
movies a little more tolerable, but 15 Mmute> fails e en
that. Our hero, Edward Burns, looks constantly in need
of a haircut. The ill-groomed look is not becommg on
him.
The movie is a waste of money. Don't buy a t,cket.
and if you do, please, PLEASE don't buy the message.

CB{ow <Dry suck§: 'Tliis movie needs a mak.gover
David Cole
Rep,,ru,r

With the dedication of elite Olympic
athletes, these scissor masters have been
conditioning themselves for this oppor·
tunity for a lifetime. The highest caliber
talent from all over Great Britain is converging for the most demanding competition in human history. It is the British
Hair Dressing Championships, and for a
few days the small bourgeois vilfage of
Keighley is playing host.
Each big player is here, with their
entourage of styltSts and models,
painted with all the glitz and glam of a
modern Hollywood movie premiere.
Each artist also is equally successful in
blowing up the big scene. Every team

is equipped with enough instruments
of ornamentation to transform a herd
of Kurdish refugees cnto an army of
runway supermodels.
Now with the whole world watching
as they strut their flamboyant stuff like a
wild flock of tropical hirds, the stage is set
for the inevirable follicle free-for-all.
Wait a mrnute. l have led you astray.
How ridiculous, too.
It's JUSt "Blow Dry" the movie. "It's
JUS"l hatr." More specifically it's just a movie
about hair, and not a very good one at
that.
Writer Simon Beaufoy, who wrore
"The Full Monty" has written a real
bomb this time. Even talented director Paddy Breathnach wasn't able to
overcome the shortfalls in the story's

plot, and capitalize on the overall hilarious concept for "Blow Dry."
What fai led the story was actually
what was supposed to maintain the
plot's action. Here is how the story
breaks down: One of the main characters Shelly (Natasha Richardson) has cancer. She used to be pan of an award
winning hair design team with her exhusband Phil (Alan Rickman). Shelly
left Phil for her new lover Sandra (Rachel
Griffith), who was once the model for
Phil and Shelly's team. It has been years
since tl1ey talked, but her illness and the
hair dressing championships brings

them back together as a team. The
writer Beaufoy should have come up
with something more appropriate than
terminal cancer to drive the storyline of
a comedy.
However the cast selection is a different animal all together. The movie
characters provide personality in the extreme, which eventually materialize into
moments of hilarity. There are also
pans of the movie that are down right
ridiculous. Watch out for the hot pink
triangle (You'll know it when you see
it). Also, because the movie is about
hair there are some interesting hairstyles.

Watch out for the twins sporttng the
ungainly "skunk mullets." Talk about
unsightly hair. I thought the ,dea was
to look good?
Balancing the otherwise grotesque nature of the film is the appearance by Amencan actress fuichaell..eigh Cook. She plays
an adorable part as the daughter, and
model of a cheating hairdresser. Cook
however can't do anything right b,- her

father, which only make.herclura.1:erm)nc
artr.11...-ti,~.
If you are ll1to ndiculous in the extreme, this is your mone. If not, I suggest you takeyour$7 elsewhere

SUMMER 2001: A CREATIVE EXPERIENCE
Experience the exdtement, joy ond future rewards of education at Eastern this
summer. Convenient classes, Easy registration.

And hundreds of new, exciting, unique courses.

Take an educational expedition t his su mmer.
Pick up your free catalog at these locations:
Sutton Hall • Spokane Higher Ed Center • Riverpoint Classroom Bldg.
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Jlyot: Wisdom 6eyond years
no easy task. When she first began she related to me that
"college hadn't prepared her to teach co gang members",
but she dealc with it. While discussing this adversity, Dr.
Ayot told me for the first time in our discussion that to
be a teacher you must first love your job, then you must
love your students.
After Philadelphia, Dr. Ayot moved to Kenya where
she taught at the teachers college, Thogoto, and then at an
all-boys high school, Dagoretti. In Kenya, Dr. Ayot said,
"education isn't compulsory. Families choose the most
promising children co send to school. As a result of chis,
the students are excellent and teaching was a dream."
Dr. Ayot moved to the Caribbean before she arrived at
Eastern, and she described a global aspect of her experiences with the concept of acculturation: Each time she
made a big move she had to become a member of the
host society and change to fie her surroundings. From the
things she told me
I understood that
these experiences
were as much of an
education for her
as her collegiate

experiences.
One teacher that left an indelible mark on her wasironically enough-very transitory in her life: The teacher
We are all role models for each other, even if we don't
was a substitute, a Mrs. Culligan. Dr. Ayo t said that at
want to be. If this thought were kept in mind while concbe time, she couldn't understand why the woman was
sidering our actions, the world would probably be a better
still teaching, because she was so old chat she seemed like
place. , In my opinion, history often makes no note of a
she could barely even keep her balance. So, Gloria and her
great many people who subtly influence us.
partner in crime, Dorothy decided to make it their goal to
Today (March 14, 2001) I had a conversation with a
make sure nobody learned anything in chat class.
woman who educates teachers on how to be more effecMrs. Culligan was at that school for a month. This cou ld
tive in the classroom. In chis way, she is vicariously affecthave been a long, useless time for everybody, but in her wising possibly cnousands of youth, and I am not worried.
dom, that teacher took both Gloria and Dorothy to her home
Dr. Gloria Ayot has been a professor and a teacher all
one afternoon after a trip to the courthouse where they all
of her professional life. During that time, she has taught
watched Mrs. Culligan's husband prosecute a criminal.
in several different parts of the world, and in just as many
The rest of the afternoon they spent getting to know each
different social climates.
other, building an alliance, and overcoming their differences
Dr. Ayot started out teaching in Philadelphia during
Dr. Ayot_ once again finished her story remarking on the imthe l 970's. This time in America was one of great turmoil
portance of loving your students and
for many of our cities, and the city of Brotherly Love was
truly putting a heroic amount of efno exception. During her years there, she taught seventh
fort into their education. How poignant
and eighth grade English to inner-city children. This was
of a story, I thought, as Dr Ayot spent
time with three of her students while
meeting with me and allowing me to
use her office and herself as a resource
for this article.
Mrs. Culligan wasn't Dr. Ayot's only
inspiration, of course. Another
woman, Angela Davis was philosophy
professor and is still a social acuvist.
She is another influence in Dr. Ayot's
.\11111111\.. J 1h, Ill
life. "Angela Davis stood up for her
lk 1111111 1 I ., , l .tlw,·
beliefs in the face of much adversity,
she was a very strong figure for me in
llant,, kq>n,t:nl.iti,L·
that respect."
,, ill ht.: on { .1mpu,
Ms. Davis earned her PhD at the
I hursd.n \pril :'. ltJtJ I
University of California at S,111 Diego
and taught at the University of CaliI r II 11r 1nto1m~•t u 11
fornia in Los Angeles She has been
on Jd ( \11 •
\ kn
extremely acu,·e in the feminist and
1- Xllfl 55.1-lllll ,Z-VI,
equal rights movements. Some of Ms
·n
hr n
Davis's writings include the historical
r
\\ , ,1111t..1
text , Blues Legacies and Black Fem1"-lluclt nl l m1,lm 11u-11t
n1sm: Gertrude 'Ma' Rainey, Bessie
Smith, and Billie Holid,y, J~d among
HRRVE!:IS
her other wntings are the books
.
Women, Race, & Class (1981), and
_,
'
Women, Culture, ,nd Politics (1989)
Angela Davis is most noted for her
controversial involvement wnh some
militant acllv1ty. She was arrested essentially for plans of conspiracy in
.a. Dr. Gloria Ayott has taught all over the world.
1970. With hmdsight, we can see that
many mistakes were made m those
1/
times, and Ms. Davis's only confirmed acuvit)'
Sunday-March 18
Friday- March 16
Tuesday- March 20
wnh the militants was via the purchase of weapSunday Night Impact by ImSpring quaner One Act aucuBible Study: PUB 321 at 12
ons. For this 'cnme' she earned two years of jail
tions: Theater Builcung room 201 pact Northwest: PUB MPR @ p.m.
ttme. During those long months she never
7pm For more info, call Donna
from 3-Spm.
Wednesday- March 14
backed down from her beliefs and mil hasn't
Evans at 744- 7014.
Saturday- March I7
Chi Alpha Christian FellowA couple of interesting quotes from Is
Monday- March 19
Spokane Chiefs vs. Tri-City
ship meeting@ 8:10pm.
Davis
are, "Radical simply means gra ping things
Composer's
Recital:
Music
Bldg.
Americans: Spokane Arena @
Friday- March 16
at the roots," and "What this country needs 1
7pm. Tickets available at Book- Recital Hall@7 :30pm. For more
Last day of school before
more unemployed poliuc,ans.• If you'd like to
store. For more info, call 359- 6334 mfo, call 359- 2241
Spring Break.
know more, there is a plethora of mfo1m.111on
about Ms . Davis on the web.
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Cell Phones:

They don't make you cool or important;
they make you dangerous.

LaTisha Lundean

ing. This law passed last September, and since then, a Philadelphia suburb called Hilltown enacted a similar ordinance.
Now, at least 15 states have proposed and then thrown out
these types of measures. According to Matt Sundeen, a political analyst, this could be because of a "political clout of cell
phone users.• He also said that just about every politician
owns and uses a cell phone.
Almost everyone has these annoying disturbances.
Fran Bents testified on March 7, 2000 before the Senate
Transportation Committee in Pennsylvania that there were
88 mi8lllion cell phone users in this country alone. She also
said that there were 40,000 new subscribers every day, which
exceeds the birth rate. Bents is the co-author of the Department of Transponation's 1997 repon entitled" An Investigation of Wireless Communications in Vehicles."
The majority of people today use ce ll phones, and those
who have them probably think they cou ldn't live without
them .
People need to be more aware of what they're doin g, and
realize that especially when driving, it is important to pay
attention.
I watched my daughter die,• says Pat ricia Pena, t he m oth er
of two-year-old Morgan Lee, who was killed in he r car seat
when the car in which she was riding was struck by a motorist
using a cell phone. "And I'd like to preve nt others fro m
going through it,• she says. "People need to know t hat manufacturers warn against use of cell p ho nes w hen cars are in
motion.n
Pena said that she and her husband both co ntin ue to use
cell phones.

CmtnJ.,,ar

I'm sitting quietly listening to a professor lecture, and a
little tune starts playing across the room. It's another student's
cell phone.
A man in a brand new full-size pickup pulls into the
espresso drive-through. He looks through his rolled-up window at me, and holds up one finger as if to say, "just a
minute.• He's talking on his cell phone.
A woman in a Subaru pulls into our parking lot, swerving
right, then left, then parks sideways, blocking traffic from
coming in or out of the lot. She too, is on her phone, and
apparently doesn't know where she is. After several minutes
of sitting there sideways, she pulls off to a safer place to
resume her conversation.
I'm in class again, and a while a man is gibing an hourlong presentation, his cell phone rings twice, and he answers
it both times. "Excuse me, guys," he says.
It is becoming apparent that not on ly are people abusing
t heir cell phones, but they are infringing on the comfons and
rights of others by doing so.
Ten years ago, there weren't very many people who owned
cell phon es. They were big, awkward, and were used only in
emergencies. Today. They're everywhere. You can't get away
from them. Teenagers strut through the malls with their
Nokias glued to their ears. Soccer Moms cruise the streets of
Spokane in their big Suburbans, and yes, they're on the phone.
Brooklyn, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland, passed the first
·ordinance in the country banning cell phone use while driv-

The Jo-down' on Jacob's Java
LaTisha Lundean
ContnJ.uwr
Almost rnne years ago, a little stand on the corner of 6'"
and W,1shington was the only drive-through espresso shop
in Spokane. Today, they seem to be on almost every comer,
and brothers Scott and Paul Jacobs, owners of that original
stand callcdJacob'sJava staned it all.
They got the idea when they were both working nights
and going to college full time during the day Scott worked
from 5:30 p.m. to 4 a.m., and had a 9 a.m. calculus class.
"I would have to circle the block and park illegally in order
to go inside and get coffee," Paul said. He had seen the idea of
drive-through coffee shops in Seattle, and thought 1t would
be something what would succeed in Spokane. He was right.
Within six months of getting the idea, their little booth was
open for business. In the eight years they' ve been open, that
same loc.uion ha, only been closed a day and a half. It was
during JJ1 ice storm. There was no elearinty.
Scott and Paul were so pleased with the results of their
first shop, they decided nut to stop there . They opened a
second shop a year later, and they've opened a new sh op
almost every year smce. The Jacobs wins have opened a
new shop almost every year since. They are now getting
ready to open their seventh location. Located on Sullivan
Road in the Spokane Valley, it will be their nicest shop to
date, with an "ultra modern" theme. The Jacob brothers
are extremely optinustic about the new store, and they hope

to open it by March I".
Scott and Paul's business has been such a hit because they
both are serious about serving a consistently superior cup of
coffee, and because of the genuine friendliness that the employees at Jacob's Java possess. Each morning before work,
the customers get a good cup of coffee for a good price.
Each year since they've been open.Jacob's Java has been
voted No. I drive-through espresso in Spokane by various
local newspapers. They anribute their success and so much
repeat business to making good cups of coffee consistently,
friendly service, and being good employers. Most of the
employees at Jacob's have been there for years.
Jonathan Sorrentino, a 24-year-old man has worked for
Jacob's for overthree years. "I have lots of fun," he said.
He works there five to six days a week, and enjoys chatting
wnh and getting to know the customers.
A large percentage of the customers, especially in the
mornings are regulars who don't even have to order the,r
coffee. The employees at Jacob's already know what they
want ; they've been getting the same drink for years.
Jacob's Java has a wide variety of customers, and the
employees enjoy talking with them . The customer-employee relationship is like a family, in a way, bringing gifts
on holidays, and complimenting each other on new hairdos or clothes.
"It's a great way to start you day,• Paul said. "Customers come back because the over-all experience was pleasant.
We end up being almost like a friend.

•

Hang up the phone, you numbskull

you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

[crush it]~

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can tate.
Paid 5-" eek ROT( .l un e lnlt-rn,hip !
Ca ll Major Rich J 59-6 J l () _
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"Conker's Bad Fur Day: ''

This change reduces boredom and makes it is entirely possible,
with a sub-quest waiting in every direction, to sit down and start to
play then find yourself finishing the game 10-15 hours later, without moving.
To keep you playing the game after you finish it in the regular
play mode, there are also a number of unique multi-player modes
including Beach, Raptor, Race, War, Heist and Tank. These games
can be played with one to four players, and take place in the third
person format of the main game. Each multi-player game is full
enough to be playable with only one player arid the multi-player
portion of the game is as much of a selling point as the main game.
Existing in the dangerous ground of having a "mature" label
for content rather than violence, while avoiding the gimmickry of
that content, CBFD manages to surpass game such as "South Park"
and provide a gaming experience that is out of the ordinary, yet still

N ick Nash
R,p:,,t£Y

"Conker's Bad Fur Day" for the Nintendo 64 stretches to the
limit the possibilities of the" mature" rating. The game involves a
cartoon squirrel [ConkerJin crude jokes, violence, and sexual content, complete with well-designed levels and what are considered
among the best graphics ever achieved with the N64.
Although lowbrow humor and outright profanity are present
in every aspect of this game, the humor and profanity do not exist
only for their gimmickry. Whetberor not you enjoy what the game
has to offer is up to you, but every part of the game is present for a
reason other than just the selling power that a "mature" label and
content can bring.

4

.4 You're next, Conker! Our squirrel in a deathly
parody of pro-wrestling, apparently.

Pushing the limits of
"mature" rated gaming

A mu/tip/ayer game. To die with the most nuts ... ?

Many people inside the gaming industry believe CBFD could be
the last great accomplishment for a system that is soon to be replaced by the Nintendo GameCube.
Starting its life as "Twelve Tales: Conker 64," and being created
by the same people who made games such as "Goldeneye 007,"
"Perfect Dark," "Donkey Kong 64," and "Banjo-Kazooie," CBFD
was originally intended to be one of Rare Ware's well done "cute"
games: A happy cartoon-type character collects some sort of object
while avoiding obstacles.
Somewhere along the way, however, cute was abandoned and a
new storyline was worked out which involved a mix of impressive
graphics, crude humor, and worlds designed at times to spoof
films such as Matrix, Aliens, Saving Private Ryan, and even Eyes
Wide Shut. A mandated 17 or older audience should stave off
complaints from easily-offended parents.
With seven different worlds and over 60 sub-chapters, CBFD
mixes the traditional platform type game with the
running, jumping, and exploring of an action type
game. The item-collecting that often becomes tedious and boring in platform games such as "Donkey Kong 64" and "Banjo-Tooie" has been replaced
with a quest style format.

Washington Educator
Career Fair 2001

enjoyable.
"Conker's Bad Fur Day" mixes great graphics and sound with an
entreating plot that includes-but it not dependant on-a type of
humor that has earned it a "mature" label. Every part of it is well
done, often far bener than the Nintendo 64 usually sees. If you
enjoy video games, own a N64, and know it's going to be a while
before you can save up for the GameCube, this game should keep
you busy.
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It's Pow Wow time, and everyone is invited
______.,,.-.-

EgrainJack
Rep:,,ter

Eastern Washington Univemty'sNativeAmericanStudentsAssaciatian[NASA]isteamingupwith
the Narthwestlndian Yauth Conference and Cheney
High Schaal ta hast what promises ta be one of the
most exciting Pow Wow gatherings yet. This drug
and alcohol free event will be held at the Cheney High
Schaal an April 5-7. The Paw Wow doubles as a
finale far the Yauth Conference held in Spokane an
the2"'thraugh the 5,h_ ItalsakicksaffEWU!ndian
Awareness Week aaivitiesthat will feature a variety of
Native American talent. Everybady is welcome ta
take part in the events.
EWU is one of four sponsors of the 26"' annual
Youth Conference in cooperation with the Colville,
Coeur d'Alene, and Spokane Indian tribes. EWU
contributions include planning all the workshops and

aa:ivit.ies.
Each tribe, along with EWU, will lead a day of
Pow Wow highlighting their own drum, color guard,
master of ceremonies, and keynote speakers. "The
drum sets the tempo for everything. Everything revolves around the drum-the slow beat or the fast
beat," said Roger Jack, interim directorof the Indian

Studies Program.
Jack was hired in January of 20C1J, and is the only
staff member in the program at present. Besides
teaching Introduction ta Indian Studies, Jack is enthusiastically preparing a new class called Indian Gnema: A Race Odyssey. As part of the class, srudents
will view and di= the cultural, h&orical, politically
correct, and/or hysterical content. The class counts as
an elective toward the Indian Studies minor, and is
anticipated to satisfy the university' scultural divemty
undergra:luare requirements.
The theme of this year's gathering is "Reviving
Our Original Teachings.• Grand entries will beat6:00
p.m. on Thursday, 12-00 p.m. on Friday, and 12:00
p.m.onSaturday. SpecialdanceswillincludetheOwl
dance,andtheRabbitdance-bathpartofthisregion's
Native American culture. The special dances will be
prefaced with an h&orical explanation aimed at both
entertaining and educating.
"Our primary concern, of course, is educating the
EWU campus, the Cheney community, and Spokane, and letting them know that, yes, we' re still here
and we're thriving.• Jack said
Past Pow Wows have attracted members of the
Asian and Hispanic communities as guests. A large
turnout is expected this year, and it is hoped that

more people from different cul-

tures will participate. When asked

by his non-Native American srudentsif theywereallowedtocome,
Jack laughed and said, "Of course
you can come. It's for you. We
want you to come be exposed to
our culture, our regalia. our h&ory,
our lives."

TheEWUPowWowhastraditionally been recognized as the
official start of this region's Pow
Wow season. "It needs to be
brought ta the public's attention
thattheseactivitiesweofferarefor
them, and there is no charge for
attending," Jack said
Items will be far sale from a
• The drums,
variety of vendors. There will be
everything from hand-sewn moccasins to beautifully
designed jewelry and beadwork-all exceptional examples of Native American arts and crafts.
A fundraiser dance on the 15"' will provide yet
another opportunity ta share the uniqueness of
Indian life, and concludes planned Indian A wareness week activities. The dance will be held at the

the spirit, the magic; The Pow Wow.
Hotel Lusso in downtown Spokane. It will feature an Indian disc jockey, and food and drink.
Identification must be provided at the door. Tickets can be pre-purchased by calling the Indian Studies Center at 359-2441, or bought in the Pence
Union Building.
"Everybody can come over," Jack said

Open classroom setting alien to Japanese students
AtsukoUeda
G,nmh,((Qr

Japanese srudents are less likely to speak ITT the
class voluntarily compared with other internationals,

llosT 497 .. -

.. -

according to Roben Werckle, who has taught international srudents at EWU for about three and a half
years. "Some srudents have tried to speak, he said
"but the stereotype is probably correct."
Why are Japanese people so quiet during in-class

· · -

· · -

· ·

INDIAN CINEMA:
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-■■ -

WE'LL TRAVERS THE AGES

THROUGH THE CINEMATIC EYE.
ENCAPSULATE REAL OR UNREAL
EVENTS THAT TOUCH UPON OUR
EMOTIONS , CHAGRIN,
OR FUNNY BONES .
EARN THREE CREDITS APPLICABLE TO
INDIAN STUDIES MINOR AND
CULTURAL DIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS.
WEDNESDAYS, 5 - 8 P.M. AT THE
LONGHOUSE.

SPRING QUARTER
-··-··-·

discussions? Even if they know the answer, many
Japanese do notlike to speak voluntarily. The secrets
of the tendency are not only the problems Japanese
students have expressing themselves in English, but
also what Japanese culture has brought about. They
are at a loss with the differences between two cultures.
Japanese people live in GAKUREKI
SHAKAI, "credential society," which holds that a
person's educational background decides his worth
and social position. According ta Youichi Sugiura
and John K. Gillespie, authors of TraditzonalJapanese Culture&Modemjapan, "When job hunting,
imponance is attached to the name of one's university, and the power relationships of university
factions are frequently influential on personnel in
the organization."
Thus, srudents are forced to make a desperate
effon to pass the entrance exams to high schools and
univemties [or kindergartens, in same cases]. Under
great pressure to get perfect grades, srudents spend
time memorizing like! y examination questions and
right answers. Their teachers lecture about how to fill
the blanks of the questions.
"What we needed was how to memorize, not
how to think," one Japanese student who graduated
from a university in Japan and ,s a junior at Eastern
said For many Japanese young people like him, the
classrooms are not the place for thinking and discussing. Rather, they are the place to win the war of good

grades.
Japanese students don't have many chances to
learn otherwtSe at Eastern because their first, lower
division courses are large in Japan. "When I came
here at fust," satd the srudent, "[ was at a loss with
many discussions done in the class. I am still at a

loss."
American cultural anthropologist Ruth Benedia
described Japanese culture as a "shame culture." To
take a position, and then be proven wrong, would
mean severe embarrassment. "I don't speak in from
of the class because I'm afraid of being wrong," s,ud
a female srudent from Japan.
No one likes to make a mistake, but Japanese
people tend to fear being wrong more than people
from other cultures, Sugtura and Gillespie wrote. "Particularly forwaurai in the feudal penod being f"-ltlO
shame in public was as good as beITTg dead."
Japanese students rrught have inherited the
samur,u sattitude.
What is worse, they have a language b:u-ner,
"Even if I can guess the answer, I don't have
confidence with English," said a 21-year--0ld female student from Japan. "I would tee! shame ,f
what I said didn't make sense," she s;ud, In addition to a traditional attitude toward sh1me, their
abilities in English make them hesitate to speak
and feel uncomfonable in the c!Jss v. here others
can participate narur.illy.
"Sometimes, 1try ta raise hJnds ;ind ;insv.·er;
however, I cannot do tt. I c.mnot move ID) arms
as ,f there was ,1 weight there. I cannot spt>ak as 11
there were stones tn m,· throat," th,· student ,aid.
\\ erckle said th;it some J.1p.me,e st udcnts h1ve
learned to en JO\' pant, 1p.1tU1g tn di. ::u.~sions. •Jap;>nese need to accept the fa,t that thn,. re goto~ 10
make mistakes The m.un purpo ~, cammunicauon, not gr.1mnl.lr You ,.111 le.1rn 01h, r
people' idea , and the) , .111 also learn \ out •
"But• he s.ud, • ou'\l• got to tdl them 1h
ideas."

o/isit us at www.easternerontine.com
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Junior Kurt Kraemer is
the second Eagle track v
and field performer to
~
earn All-American status. ~
See pg. 19 for story.
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The 2001 soccer team
captains were announced recently, with
juniors Tara Edelbrock,
Danielle Blue and Anna
Zumwalt nominated.
All three helped the
Eagles to their best
season ever and the
sixth best improvement
among NCAA division I
teams last season.
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Matadors down Eagles
Cal State Northridge Earns
1st Ever NCAA Bid
Jennifer Lee
(Daily .\'11ndinl)

As the buzzer went off during
the Big Sky Tournament Championship game Saturday night, that's when
it really hit men's basketball head coach
Bobby Braswell. J\fter coming on
board the CSUN athletic program five
years ago, he dreamed that one day, he
and his team would be
on top of the Big Sky.
On Saturday, his
dream came true. After
splitting the season series 1-1 with the EastNorthridge
ern
Washington
73
Eagles this season, the
Eastern
Matadors came out fir58
ing from the start of
the game against the season's biggest
Big Sky rival. The Matadors came out
with a monstrous 73-58 victory over
the Eagles, were crowned Big Sky
Champions and advanced to the
NCAA Tournament.
"This is just a wonderful, wonderful night for our basketball program," said Braswell. "In the five years
that we have been in this conference,
we have been in the championships
three of those five years, and I don't
think anyone expected that. Then we
have the chance to win the championship on out home Aoor, in front of
our fans, family and friends. l
couldn't ask for a better thing."
From the 12:50 point in the first
half, the Matadors took a 9-8 lead over
the Eagles and never looked back. J\t
the 6:01 mark in the first half, the
Eagles came within three points of
CSUN, but the Matadors went on a
20-9 run in the remainder of the half
to rake a 42-28 lead into the locker
room.
The first ha! f was capaaltzed by
a steal by Junior point guard Markus
Carr with three seconds left. Carr then
made a near full-court-length pass to
a streaking Carl Holmes, who made
his lay-up as the buzzer sounded.
The Matadors were led by Big
Sky Tournament's Most Valuable
Player, senior Brian Heinle, who went
five-for-nine from the field on his
game-high 21points. Heinle also
dished out five assists on the night.
"The game plan was to play
hard," Heinle said. "l wanted to play
as hard as I played my entire life. We

wanted to play harder than them, want
it, know that they wanted it too, and
know that they wanted to take something from us. Just knowing that we
had to work as hard as we ever worked
as basketball players."
In the first half, the Matadors
were out-rebounded 24 to nine by the
Eagles, including 10 offensive boards
from the Eagles to the Matadors' one.
Despite the rebounding discrepancy, the Matadors shot a spectacular 56 percent from the field (14-for25) in the first half, while the Eagles
went 10-for-27 from the field, shooting a 37 percent field goal percentage.
The Matadors continued their
hot shooting in the second half, going 10-for-20 from the field and
outscoring the Eagles 31-30, ensuring
their victory.
At the 17:19 mark in the second half, the Matadors' offense was
ignited when senior guard Marco
McCain threw up a perfect alley-oop
pass to Heinle, making the score 4732 in favor of the Matadors.
The Eagles came within 13
points of the Matadors with 4:54 left
in the game, but the Matadors managed to stretch the lead to 17, which
was too much for the Eagles.
Forward Jermar Welch put an
exclamation point on the Matadors'
victory when he grabbed an offensive
board with three seconds left and
jammed it home as the buzzer
sounded.
"W/e have this saying that we
sometimes say before practice: ' Isn't it
amazing what could be accomplished
when no one cares who gets the
credit?"' said Carr. "We're coming into
win and play hard, play smart and play
together. We're going to live together,
die together and fight together, and
everything has come out perfect so
far."
The Matadors managed to cut
the rebounding discrepancy by
outrebounding the Eagles 20-13 in the
second half. The Matadors ended the
game with 29 total rebounds, while
the Eagles collected 34 rebounds in
the contest.
The Eagles had four players in
double figures, led by guards Jamal
Jones and Alvin Snow, who scored 12
points apiece. Jones had five turnovers
to his one assist in the contest. Aaron
Olson and Chris White had 10 points
each for the Eagles.

Maggie Miller/Easterner

.1' Senior Kareem Hunter stepped up the Eagles' play in the post

season.

See "Championship," pg. 18
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Eagles knocked out of
tournament bv ladv Griz
Jeremy Muck

The Lady Eagles couldn't notch their first
ever Big Sky tournament victory, when they lose
lllarch 9 ro \1ontana. Easrern Washington entered the Big Sky tournament as the No. 6 seed.
The Lady Eagles were eliminated b)' the
Griz,lies 76-55 at Holt ,\rena in Pocatello, Idaho.
Eastern missed 13 of their first 14 shots of the
game as the Lady Griz pulled out to a 20-4 lead
in the game's first eight minutes. The drought
was broken by Jennifer Paluck with a threepointer at 10:11 in the first half.

Eastern was 7 for 32 from the field in the
first half and only 2 for 9 from behind the threepoint line.
In the second half, Eastern couldn't shrink
the lead any smaller than 14 poinrs. On the
boards, the Lad)' Eagles kept up with Montana,
pulling 1n 38 rebounds to the Lady Griz' 43.
H owever, Eastern turned the ball over 18 rimes
to Montana's 13.
Paluck led the Lady Eagles with I 2 points.
Janelle Ruen, playing with an ankle sprain suffered in practice last Wednesday, scored eight
Joy Wysong/Eas tuner

See "Tournament," pg. 18

..& Eastern senior Kelly Pilkington scored eight points and grabbed four rebounds Friday.

Accounts Payable

Donna's Day Spa

Resort at Glacier

Achtl~s Heal

Eagle Entertainments

Rural American Scholarship

Alaska Heritage Tours

EWU Bookstore/Jostens

San Benito High School

Alliance Marketing Group

EWU Career Services

Spokane Public Radio

American Passage Media

Eye Care Team

Steamtunnels

Beyond the Wall

Family Housing Associates

Sun Beans

Big Bend Community College

Great Clips

The Eye Care Team

Camp Sealth

Harveys Casino

The Lemon Tree

Campusfundraiser.com

Hidden Valley Camp

The Power Haus

Cannon Beach Conference Center

Hills Resort

The Resort at Glacier

Cass Communications

K.C. Hamme<

Washington State Employees CU

Cheney Spinal Care

Market Place Media

Washington Trust Bank

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

Nabi

Western Washington Univ.

Collins Family Dentistry

National Employment Services

WSU Spokane

Indian Education Center

Northwest Andrology

EMR Incorporated

Washington School Personnel Association

Please help in thanking and supporting the following
businesses for their support in advertising with
The Easterner during winter quarter 1001.
Thier business means so much to usu

Visit us at www.eosterneronflne.com
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Kraemer an All-American in Triple Jump
Ninth-place finish gives Eastern its secondever NCAA Division I All-American
ninth-place finish in the triple jump was
good enough to earn Eastern Washing
ton University's Kun Kraemer AllAmerica status lase Saturday (March 10) at the
CAA Indoor Championships in-Fayetteville,
Ark.
J\ junior, Kraemer had a leap of 52-1 3 / 4
one day after placing 13th in the long jump with
an effort 24-7 1/ 4. The cop-eight finishers excluding foreign athletes - gamer coveted AllAmerica status.
Eastern's only other C/v\ All -American in crack and field was Greg Jones, who fin-

A

lleNlll ■WI

Eastern's
only other
NCAAAIIAmerl canin
track and
field was
Greg Jones,
who finished
second in
the high
jump at the
1986NCAA
Outdoor
tournament

ished second in the high
jump at the 1986 NCAA
Outdoor Championships.
Kraem(:t, a junior our of
Hanford High School in
Richland, Wash., is the first
Eagle crack competitor at the
NCAA Championships
since Ryan Cole competed in
the javelin in the spring of
1999.
Kraemer won "Field"
Athlete of the Meet honors
at the Big Sky Conference Indoor Track and Field Championships Feb. 23-24 in

Bozeman, Mone., and jumped himself into the
NCJ\A Championships in the process. He won
the triple jump with the third-best indoor leap
in Big Sky history at 53-5 I /2, and won the lo ng
1ump with a leap of 25-3 1 / 4. Kraemer added a
fourth-place finish in the high jump with a 6-9
3/ 4 effort.
His triple jump met the CAJ\'s automatic qualifying standard, and his Jong 1ump
met the provisional standard. His triple jump
ranked sixth amo ng NCAA competirors, and
his lo ng jump mark was 17th.
Kraemer's triple jump and long jump
marks nor only broke his own EWU school
records, bur were Eastern's besr marks ever including outdoor performances. The previous

EWU all-1:l me ma rks were both set by V,c \X h1te
with a trip le jump of 52-8 1n 1980 and a long
jump of25- I 1/ 4 1n 1979. Kraemer, whose h11:h
jump mack ra nks seventh 1n school h,scor}', had
p revious EWU indoo r reco rds of 24-6 I/ 4 Jn
the long 1ump (200 1) and 5 1-7 1/4 1n the cnple
jump (2000).

■

Kraemer quali fi ed for nationals wi th a
leap of 53-1 3/4 in the tri ple j u mp a nd
25-3 1/4 in the long jum p a t the Big
Sky C ha mpionships .

s

OPPORTUNITIES

EMPLOYMENT

Would you accept $25 to save kids'
lives?

Hills ResortPreist Lake, Idaho Summer Jobs

EA RN $2 ,860-$ 3.300
IN 7 W EEKS !

Donate your life-saving blood plasma &
recieve $25 TODAY

Lakeside resort hiring all postions:
restu rant, bar, and cooks w/experience,
kitchen, dock maintenance, housekeeping, and front desk.
(208) 44 3-2 557
For an application
www. hillsresort.com

June 17-August 4, 2001.
Room & Board and insurance
provided. Excellent work experience opportunity as Resident Advisor or Activities
Director working with
high school students during
residential summer school at
Big Bend Community College, Moses Lake,

( for approx 2 ho urs)

Call or slop by :
Nabi Biomedical Center,
West I04 3"' Ave.,Spokane
509-624- 1252
962 1 Ea t Sprague Ave., Spokane
509-926- 1881
Fees & donation Limes may vary.
www.oabi.com

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238 or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

Sports M inded
Health and Nutrition Company
expandin g locally. Pt/Ft
Must have neat appearance and
positive attitude
(509) 893-9268

EMR,
Environment Consulting Company
seeking qual ified person for
permanent part-time,
20-40 hours per m onth with
two weekends per month.
Respirator program and possible
feildwork.
Wage DOQ
Contact Jason (509) 536-2455

EMPLOYMENT

WA.

For more information call
(509) 762-5351 , x203 or
e-mail hroffice @bbc.ctc.edu.
pp()

FOR RENT
l and 2 bdrm apts. $440-$510.
Spacious, with washer/dryer hook-ups,
large kitchens, cabinet and closets.
Near campus, bus and shopping.
Cheney Real E state Manage ment at
I 827 l " Street 2 35-5000

-

Wisit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Get ajump start on your
Spring Break_with a little
extra money.
Bring your used textbooks

to the following designated
Textbook Buy Back locations
and we'll exchange your

books for cash.
pokane 'enter

Wednes.day ft ntursaay

Monctay - Friaay
8:00 am - 4:00 11m

5:30 pm • 7:30 pm
Location: First floor lobby

Location: Outside your
University Bookstore

Riven,olnt

Wednesday E. Thursday
3:00 pm • l :30 pm
t..oartion: R.m 34 9

Graduated Clothing E.r Gi~ Sale
at your University Bookstore
March 19th - 23rd

When you

buy l item

When you

buy 2 items

When you buy

3 or more Items

Visit us at www.easterneronllne.com

